Introduction
============

The complete sequencing of dozens of vertebrate genomes representing most extant lineages has been an extraordinary source of information, thereby revolutionizing the field of genetics, development and evolutionary biology. However, those genomes vary considerably in size and structure and understanding the cause(s) of these differences is fundamental for meaningfully interpreting genomic annotations ([@B21]). Among the features that show the most variation across vertebrate taxa is the abundance and diversity of non-LTR retrotransposons \[also called LINEs for Long Interspersed Nuclear Elements; reviewed in [@B56]\]. LINEs are autonomously replicating retroelements, meaning they encode the molecular machinery necessary for their own replication. LINEs are ubiquitous components of eukaryotic genomes and the origin of the main LINE lineages is very ancient, possibly predating the origin of eukaryotes ([@B35]). LINEs are classified into a number of clades based on the presence of conserved features ([@B35]; [@B28]). The most basal clades of LINEs (e.g., R2, R4, RTE) contain a single open-reading frame (ORF) encoding a reverse transcriptase domain, while the most derived lineages contains two ORFs (e.g., L1, L2, CR1). The mechanism of transposition was characterized for the R2 and L1 elements and it is assumed that other LINEs transpose using a similar mechanism ([@B34]; [@B14]). Following transcription and export of LINE mRNA to the cytoplasm, LINE-encoded proteins are translated and form an RNA-protein complex that is reimported in the nucleus. In the nucleus, reverse transcription takes place at the site of insertion, through a process called target-primed reverse transcription. Although there is a strong *cis* preference ([@B62]), the replicative machinery of LINEs can act on other transcripts and is responsible for the amplification of the non-autonomous SINEs and of retrotransposed pseudogenes ([@B43]; [@B18]; [@B19]; [@B48]).

Long Interspersed Nuclear Elements are ubiquitous in vertebrates and constitute the dominant category of autonomously replicating retroelements in most vertebrate genomes ([@B56]). They have considerably affected the size and structure of these genomes and it is believed that LINE abundance is one of the major determinants of haploid genome size differences among vertebrates. At one extreme, mammalian genomes contain extremely large numbers of LINEs that can account for as much as 30% of their size ([@B30]; [@B61]). LINEs in placental mammals are represented by a single clade, L1. The vast majority of L1 elements are the product of past amplification and in most species only the most recently evolved family of elements is active at a time ([@B24]). Fish, amphibians and non-avian reptile genomes contain a much larger diversity of active LINE families, generally representing multiple clades ([@B60]; [@B20]; [@B25]; [@B42]; [@B6]; [@B13]). These families are usually represented by small numbers of very similar copies, suggesting that the majority of insertions are recent ([@B25]; [@B42]; [@B6]).

In mammals, the evolutionary dynamics of LINEs is relatively well understood. Population genetics and genomics studies in humans have shown that the majority of L1 elements behave as neutral alleles and accumulate readily in the genome of their host ([@B8]). This does not mean that L1 activity is fully neutral. In humans, a fitness cost related to the length of L1 elements has been demonstrated ([@B9], [@B8]). This suggests that the deleterious effect of L1 result from the ability of long elements to mediate ectopic recombination events ([@B39]; [@B51]). However, this cost is insufficient to prevent the fixation of most elements, hence the extremely large number of L1 copies in mammals. By comparison the dynamics of LINEs in non-mammalian genomes is not as well understood. The young age and relatively small number of LINEs in fish and reptile genomes could be interpreted as evidence for a lower rate of fixation of novel insertions in non-mammalian genomes. Studies in stickleback and in lizard suggest that, indeed, LINE insertions tend to be negatively selected, yet a number of insertions do reach fixation ([@B6]; [@B57]). In addition, population genetics data in the pufferfish show that the frequency spectrum of recent insertions is consistent with neutrality ([@B40]). Thus we have been unable to exclude the possibility that LINEs are neutral or weakly deleterious in non-mammalian vertebrates and that their copy number is controlled by other means, possibly by a faster decay due to a higher rate of DNA loss ([@B42]; [@B6]).

At this point, our understanding of LINE population dynamics is heavily biased toward their dynamics in humans. However, the extreme abundance and low diversity of LINEs in mammals constitute a derived state relative to other vertebrates. Thus, inferences drawn from studies in mammals are unlikely to apply to other vertebrates. In addition, results obtained from previous studies in non-mammalian vertebrates provide only a partial picture since those studies relied on a relatively small number of polymorphisms, principally collected from the published reference genomes ([@B40]; [@B6]; [@B50]; [@B57]). Thus, we decided to investigate the population dynamics of LINEs in a non-mammalian vertebrate, the green anole *Anolis carolinensis*, using a complete genome re-sequencing approach. The anole genome is a particularly good model because it is among the most diverse vertebrate genomes in terms of LINE diversity ([@B42]; [@B13]). Five LINE clades are simultaneously active in anole: L1, L2, CR1, R4 and RTE. These elements differ considerably in structure, copy number, and diversity (**Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**). For example, the L1 and the L2 clades contain 20 and 17 highly divergent families, respectively, whereas the CR1 clade is represented by only 4 closely related families. Since these clades and families coexist within the same genome, they are equally affected by the demography of their host. It is thus possible to assess their relative impact on fitness and to infer the evolutionary processes determining their diversification and replicative success.

###### 

Long Interspersed Nuclear Element clades found in the *A. carolinensis* genome.

  Clades   Number of families   Number of RT hits^1^   Total number of copies in published genome^1^   Number of full-length copies in published genome^1^   Length of full length elements^1^   Number of polymorphic insertions^2^   Number of full-length polymorphic insertions^2^
  -------- -------------------- ---------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------
  R4       2                    7,682                  3,000                                           994                                                   3.8 Kb                              1,729                                 712
  RTE      2                    18,554                 3,516                                           217                                                   3.2--3.9 Kb                         3,367                                 1782
  CR1      4                    86,802                 1,594                                           117                                                   4.6--5.8 Kb                         27,802                                2,578
  L2       17                   38,607                 3,800                                           380                                                   4.8--6.3 Kb                         11,210                                769
  L1       20                   7,441                  806                                             170                                                   5.2--6.8 Kb                         2,508                                 1,089
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This study.

In this article we present the first population genetic analysis of LINEs using re-sequencing data in a non-mammalian vertebrate. We sequenced thirteen individuals, from two populations with different demographic histories, at a depth of coverage ranging from 8 to 16×. For each resequenced genome we then characterized the single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and polymorphic sites containing LINE insertions not found in the reference genome. We determined that the number of insertion polymorphisms generated by LINEs in this species is large, exceeding 45,000 insertions, with substantial differences in replicative success among clades. We also determined that the vast majority of these insertions exist at very low frequency in natural populations as a result of the very large effective population size of *A. carolinensis* and of purifying selection against those insertions.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Sampling
--------

There are five geographically and genetically distinct anole populations in North America ([@B12]; [@B55]; [@B58]; [@B36]). We decided to focus our re-sequencing effort on two of those populations, the Eastern Florida population and the Gulf-Atlantic population (**Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**). The Eastern Florida population is restricted to a ∼50 Km band along the eastern coast, extending from Jacksonville in the north to West Palm Beach in the south. Demographically, this population has remained relatively stable during the Pleistocene, with a slight signature of expansion ([@B36]). The Gulf-Atlantic population is about 10 times smaller, although it is widely distributed from the Atlantic coast of Georgia and North Carolina to Texas in the west. It has experienced a bottleneck followed by demographic expansion ([@B36]). This study was carried out in accordance with the recommendations of the American Veterinary Medical Association for the euthanasia of ectotherms. The protocol was approved by the Queens College Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (Animal welfare assurance number: A32721-01; protocol number: 135).

###### 

Origin of the samples sequenced, sequencing depth, and number of polymorphic insertions per individual.

  Sample     Clade           Locality               Latitude     Longitude     Depth   Number of polymorphic insertions present   Number of polymorphic full-length insertions present
  ---------- --------------- ---------------------- ------------ ------------- ------- ------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------
  AC_36_1    Gulf-Atlantic   Blount, Tennessee      35.53855     -84.07625     15×     7,557                                      839
  AC_38_4    Gulf-Atlantic   Blount, Tennessee      35.5558      -84.00245     10×     6,367                                      699
  AC_8\_13   Gulf-Atlantic   Thibodaux, Louisiana   29.797883    -90.8129      9×      6,402                                      629
  AC_8\_8    Gulf-Atlantic   Thibodaux, Louisiana   29.797883    -90.8129      16×     7,849                                      861
  AC_27_3    Gulf-Atlantic   Darien, Georgia        31.35295     -81.447467    10×     5,626                                      565
  AC_27_4    Gulf-Atlantic   Darien, Georgia        31.35295     -81.447467    10×     5,135                                      500
  CC3        East Florida    Cocoa, Florida         28.243611    -80.870556    16×     9,969                                      863
  CC8        East Florida    Cocoa, Florida         28.243611    -80.870556    16×     11,965                                     1,130
  SB3        East Florida    South Bay, Florida     26.683333    -80.716884    12×     11,839                                     1,069
  SB4        East Florida    South Bay, Florida     26.683333    -80.716884    8×      8,371                                      621
  TV8        East Florida    Titusville, Florida    28.5437777   -80.9421666   8×      8,557                                      740
  VB6        East Florida    Vero Beach, Florida    27.640278    -80.59475     10×     10,393                                     890
  VB7        East Florida    Vero Beach, Florida    27.640278    -80.59475     9×      10,451                                     924
                                                                                                                                  

DNA Extraction and Whole Genome Sequencing
------------------------------------------

DNA samples were retrieved from ethanol-preserved tissue and isolated with Ampure beads using the manufacturer's protocol. For each sample 200 ng of DNA was used to prepare Illumina TRU-Seq paired end libraries and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2500, at the NYUAD Center for Genomics And Systems Biology Sequencing Core^[1](#fn01){ref-type="fn"}^. Sequencing was conducted twice, once to generate higher depth of coverage (two individuals per lane) and once to generate a broader sampling (four individuals per lane) at lower depth of coverage. Quality assessment was conducted using FastQCv0.11.5^[2](#fn02){ref-type="fn"}^ followed by quality trimming. We used Trimmomatic ([@B11]) to trim off low quality bases, sequencing adapter contamination and systematic base calling errors. The specific parameters we used were "trimmomatic_adapter.fa:2:30:10 TRAILING:3 LEADING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36." For the higher depth of coverage runs an average of 1,519,339,234 read pairs were generated: after quality trimming read pairs, we retained 93.3% as paired reads and 6.3% as single reads. For the lower depth of coverage runs an average of 99,464,570 read pairs were generated: after quality trimming read pairs, we retained 89.8% as paired reads and 9.9% as single reads (Supplementary Table [S1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Sequencing data from this study have been submitted to the Sequencing Read Archive^[3](#fn03){ref-type="fn"}^ under the BioProject designation [PRJNA376071](PRJNA376071).

Sequence Alignment and SNP Calling
----------------------------------

Surviving reads were aligned to the May 2010 assembly of the *A. carolinensis* reference genome (Broad AnoCar2.0/anoCar2; GCA_000090745.1; [@B2]) and processed for SNP detection with the assistance of the NYUAD Bioinformatics Core, using NYUAD variant calling pipeline. For each sample, quality-trimmed reads were aligned to the reference genome using Bowtie2 ([@B31]). The resulting SAM file for each individual was sorted, converted into BAM format and indexed using SAMtools ([@B33]). These files were then checked for insertions, deletions and duplications using Picard tools^[4](#fn04){ref-type="fn"}^ and GATK was applied for indel realignment, SNP and indel discovery and genotyping according to GATK Best Practices ([@B17]; [@B59]). To maximize the sensitivity and confidence of variant calls, joint genotyping was conducted using GATK. To do this we first generated genomic VCF (g.VCF) files for each individual, then applied the GenotypeGVCFs command, using the previously generated g.VCF as input, to generate a group VCF file containing SNPs for the 13 genomes from the two *Anolis* populations considered here. To confirm the efficacy of this approach we selectively compared high quality genotype calls from the GATK to results from SAMtools *mpileup* ([@B33]).

SNP Filtering
-------------

Our goal was to compare the frequency of polymorphic LINE insertions to the frequency of SNPs across the genome (excluding LINEs), requiring a high confidence collection of SNPs. SNPs were filtered using VCFTOOLS ([@B16]), by applying the following criteria: a minimum Phred-score of 20, a minimum sequencing depth of 6× for each genotype, a minimum genotype quality of 20. Indels were removed and only SNPs genotyped in all individuals after quality trimming were kept for further analysis. SNPs were sampled every 1,000 SNPs to limit the effect of linkage disequilibrium while retaining enough markers for precise parameters estimation (332,839 SNPs). Options in VCFTOOLS were thus as follows: --minDP 6 --minGQ 20 --minQ 20 --max-missing 1 --min-alleles 2 --max-alleles 2 --remove-indels. Filtering might lead to biases when estimating the neutral allele frequency spectrum ([@B29]). However, our filtering criteria did not result in any strong bias in summary statistics when compared to the unfiltered VCF file, suggesting that bias in allele frequency estimates due to filtering remained limited.

Mobile Element Polymorphism Detection
-------------------------------------

To characterize LINE insertion polymorphisms, we used the Mobile Element Locator Tool (MELT^[5](#fn05){ref-type="fn"}^; [@B53]). MELT identifies, characterizes and genotypes polymorphic transposable element insertions and has been used successfully for extensive analyses of LINE and SINE polymorphisms in the human genome ([@B1]; [@B53]). MELT exhibits high precision and recall of LINE insertions in low depth of coverage genomes ([@B49]). MELT identifies the presence and absence of insertions based on the appearance of target mobile element sequence in split or discordant reads. For our analyses we selected target sequences from previously described, potentially active LINE families from the CR1, L1, L2, R4 and RTE clades ([@B42]). These sequences were identified based on the presence of a characteristic reverse transcriptase domain using Genome Parsing Suite software ([@B38]), exist as full length copies in the *Anolis* reference genome and exhibit low divergence (typically less than 2% divergence between copies and consensus sequence), indicative of recent activity by members of these groups ([@B42]). Previously published consensus sequences for these elements were collected from Repbase ([@B3]) to be used as target sequences, and cleared of ambiguities, when they occurred, by direct comparison to full-length genomic copies. Based on the low divergence exhibited by these groups ([@B42]), and our intention to generate a conservative estimate, we selected an acceptable error rate of 2%.

Mobile Element Locator Tool operates on BWA-aligned re-sequenced genomes, so for each *Anolis* sample, quality-trimmed FastQ reads were aligned to the AnoCar2.0 genome using the BWA-mem short read alignment approach ([@B32]). Each BWA-aligned sample genome was sorted and converted to BAM format using Samtools ([@B33]). The MELT Preprocess software was then run on each sample genome BAM file to prepare it for analysis. For our analyses we used the MELT-SPLIT pathway, which consists of four runtime stages: individual analysis (IndivAnalysis), group analyses (GroupAnalysis), genotyping (Genotype) and VCF file construction (makeVCF). Individual analyses identify evidence of target element insertions in BAM files. Results from individual analyses are merged during group analysis, and the pooled data is used to produce improved calls regarding each insertion, including breakpoints, insertion length, strand, and target site duplication. Genotyping is conducted on each genome individually to determine its genotype for each polymorphic locus. Finally, the data from individual genotyping are merged to form a VCF file for the population. For each of the 41 specific LINE subgroup consensus sequences, every BWA-aligned and preprocessed genome was analyzed and used to produce VCF files for individuals from the East Florida and Gulf Atlantic *Anolis* populations. These files were then combined and filtered to remove any polymorphic loci that failed to exhibit coverage in all samples or exhibited low quality calls. Where duplicate calls occurred (i.e., when multiple LINE insertions of different families occurred within 50 bp from each other) only the longest was kept in the VCF file. This study focused exclusively on the presence and predicted length of polymorphic LINE insertions and at no point do we analyze or discuss mutations occurring within these insertions since it is nearly impossible to match a SNP within a LINE with its specific genomic location.

Descriptive Statistics
----------------------

We used several statistics to describe the allele frequency spectra and allele sharing between populations, of both SNPs and LINE insertion polymorphisms. Tajima's D ([@B54]) is a statistic that is commonly used to detect selection. It reflects the difference between θw and π, which are two different estimators of the effective population size scaled by mutation rate (4Neμ) that should be positively correlated under neutrality. At mutation-drift equilibrium, the expected value of Tajima's D is zero, while positive values indicate population reduction or balancing selection, and negative values indicate population expansion or purifying and positive selection. We computed the mean number of pairwise differences for the whole dataset and each population, as well as the number of private and fixed polymorphisms. We also computed the mean *F*~ST~ between populations for each category of markers. These statistics were calculated using VCFTOOLS ([@B16]) and the R package PopGenome ([@B47]). An element was considered as complete if its size was at least 90% of the maximum size for its family. The vcflib script vcffilter^[6](#fn06){ref-type="fn"}^ was used to split VCFs between complete and truncated elements for each family.

Demographic Parameters Estimation from SNPs
-------------------------------------------

To assess whether LINE variation deviated from a neutral model, we estimated the demographic history of the two populations using the SNP dataset. We fitted a model of isolation with migration, allowing for one population size change in each derived population. Time since divergence between the two species was fixed at 1.34 Mya ([@B55]). Parameters were estimated from the joint allele frequency spectrum (SFS) using the likelihood approach implemented in fastsimcoal2.5 ([@B22]). Parameters with the highest likelihood were obtained after 40 cycles of the algorithm, starting with 50,000 coalescent simulations per cycle, and ending with 250,000 simulations. This procedure was replicated 100 times and the set of parameters with the highest final likelihood was retained.

We estimated 95% confidence intervals (CI) by simulating coalescence under the best model for the same number of SNPs as in the original dataset. We performed parameter estimation for 150 of these pseudo-observed datasets to infer CI. Coalescence simulations were performed using fastsimcoal2.5 ([@B23]). We further checked whether our model fit the observed data by sampling parameters from the 95% CI range for 10,000 simulations and comparing observed and simulated datasets. We summarized allele frequency spectra using Principal Components Analysis \[gfitpca function in the R package abc ([@B15])\].

Simulations and Deviation from Neutral Expectations
---------------------------------------------------

To estimate if the LINE SFS deviated significantly from neutral expectations, we simulated for each family the derived allele frequency spectrum in fastsimcoal2.5. Parameters were sampled from the CI obtained for SNPs. We performed 5,000 simulations for each dataset, assuming unlinked LINE insertion sites, and obtained *p*-values from the comparison between the observed Tajima's D or *F*~ST~ value to the distribution obtained under a neutral model. We also performed a non-parametric bootstrap on the actual SNP dataset and extracted random sets of 100--500 SNPs along each chromosome, computing Tajima's D and comparing the resulting distribution to the values observed for LINEs.

Results
=======

LINE Insertion Polymorphisms are Numerous and Their Abundance Varies by Clade
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We sequenced six *A. carolinensis* genomes from the Gulf-Atlantic population and seven from the East Florida population with a sequencing depth of coverage ranging from 8 to 16× after alignment to the reference genome (**Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**). We detected extensive LINE insertion polymorphism in both populations (summarized in **Tables [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}**, **[4](#T4){ref-type="table"}**) with a total of 46,616 polymorphic insertions across the 13 individuals. The East Florida population appears to maintain a greater total number of LINE polymorphisms, with a mean of 10,022 polymorphic LINE insertions per individual (from 8,371 to 11,965 insertions). In the Gulf Atlantic population the mean number of insertions per individual was substantially lower at 6,489 (from 5,135 to 7,849 insertions). Across all genomes roughly 10% of all polymorphic insertions approximated their full length, though individual populations varied: for individuals from the Gulf-Atlantic, 10.5% of polymorphic LINE insertions were full length (4,093 out of 38,936), while in the East Florida population only 8.7% (6,237 out of 71,545) were full length.

###### 

Summary statistics for all LINE clades, families and subgroups considered in this study.

                        Mean number of differences in polymorphic insertions   Tajima's D   Number of polymorphic loci   \% of private insertions   \% of fixed differences   \% of shared differences   Mean *F*~ST~                          
  --------------- ----- ------------------------------------------------------ ------------ ---------------------------- -------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------- -------------- ------- ------ ------- -----------
  SNPs                  0.21                                                   0.22         0.36                         -0.62                      0.47                      314575                     60.25          15.85   0.19   23.72   0.12
  L1              All   0.15                                                   0.22         0.31                         -1.39^∗∗∗^                 -0.48^∗∗^                 2508                       65.67          19.46   0      14.87   0.04^∗∗^
  L1_AC1 to 16    FL    0.15                                                   0.21         0.32                         -1.46^∗∗∗^                 -0.13                     454                        71.81          18.5    0      9.69    0.04^∗^
                  TR    0.18                                                   0.25         0.30                         -0.95                      -0.5^∗∗^                  1062                       59.13          15.35   0      25.52   0.04^∗∗∗^
  L1_AC17 to 20   FL    0.11                                                   0.17         0.28                         -2.06^∗∗∗^                 -0.78^∗∗∗^                635                        68.82          27.09   0      4.09    0.03^∗^
                  TR    0.14                                                   0.20         0.31                         -1.6^∗∗∗^                  -0.24^∗^                  357                        71.71          19.33   0      8.96    0.04
  L2              All   0.15                                                   0.23         0.28                         -1.27^∗∗∗^                 -0.74^∗∗∗^                11210                      61.06          23.76   0      15.18   0.05^∗∗^
                  FL    0.13                                                   0.20         0.28                         -1.65^∗∗∗^                 -0.75^∗∗∗^                769                        67.1           25.1    0      7.80    0.04^∗∗∗^
                  TR    0.15                                                   0.23         0.28                         -1.24^∗∗∗^                 -0.74^∗∗∗^                10440                      60.61          23.66   0      15.73   0.05^∗∗^
  CR1             All   0.15                                                   0.22         0.31                         -1.31^∗∗∗^                 -0.29^∗^                  27802                      70.35          18.02   0.02   11.62   0.05
                  FL    0.14                                                   0.21         0.30                         -1.51^∗∗∗^                 -0.49^∗∗^                 2578                       68             23.27   0      8.73    0.05
                  TR    0.16                                                   0.22         0.31                         -1.29^∗∗∗^                 -0.27^∗^                  25224                      70.59          17.48   0.02   11.91   0.05
  R4              All   0.17                                                   0.24         0.25                         -1.04^∗^                   -1.1^∗∗∗^                 1729                       49.1           20.76   0      30.13   0.03^∗∗∗^
                  FL    0.16                                                   0.23         0.25                         -1.16^∗∗^                  -1.21^∗∗∗^                1017                       47.79          20.94   0      31.27   0.02^∗∗∗^
                  TR    0.18                                                   0.25         0.27                         -0.87                      -0.93^∗∗∗^                712                        50.98          20.51   0      28.51   0.04^∗∗∗^
  RTE-1           All   0.11                                                   0.18         0.23                         -1.91^∗∗∗^                 -1.42^∗∗∗^                2853                       62.57          33.16   0      4.28    0.02^∗∗∗^
                  FL    0.11                                                   0.18         0.22                         -2.00^∗∗∗^                 -1.52^∗∗∗^                1774                       61.72          35.17   0      3.10    0.02^∗∗∗^
                  TR    0.12                                                   0.19         0.24                         -1.77^∗∗∗^                 -1.23^∗∗∗^                1079                       63.95          29.84   0      6.21    0.02^∗∗∗^
  RTEBovB         All   0.25                                                   0.31         0.34                         -0.08^+^                   0.06                      514                        37.74          12.84   0      49.42   0.05^∗∗∗^
                  FL    0.27                                                   0.38         0.33                         0.76                       -0.06                     8                          25             25      0      50.00   0.14
                  TR    0.25                                                   0.31         0.34                         -0.1                       0.06                      506                        37.94          12.65   0      49.41   0.05
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

Mean pairwise divergence was computed only for loci polymorphic within a population and represents the average number of differences in polymorphic insertions or SNPs computed for all pairs of individuals (equivalent to nucleotide diversity). The number of private, shared, and fixed polymorphisms are provided as proportions of sites polymorphic in the whole sample. For each group for which coalescence simulations were performed, we provide a one-tailed

p

-value based on where the observed value for the statistics fell in the simulated distribution. We did not perform separate simulations for truncated and complete elements in RTEBovB due to the low number of polymorphic complete insertions. All, All elements; FL, full-length; TR, truncated; +, Tajima's D fell in the 0.1% upper tail of the distribution.
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-value \< 0.05;

∗∗

p

-value \< 0.01;

∗∗∗

p

-value \< 0.001.

###### 

Copy numbers of L1 and L2 families.

  L1 Clade   L2 clade   RTE clade                    
  ---------- ---------- ----------- ------ --------- ------
  L1AC01     68         L2AC01      507    RTE-1     2853
  L1AC02     18         L2AC02      336    RTEBovB   514
  L1AC03     0          L2AC03      301              
  L1AC04     43         L2AC04      504              
  L1AC05     27         L2AC05      276              
  L1AC06     87         L2AC06      569              
  L1AC07     532        L2AC07      543              
  L1AC08     95         L2AC08      1424             
  L1AC09     82         L2AC09      1661             
  L1AC10     0          L2AC10      131              
  L1AC11     90         L2AC11      720              
  L1AC12     52         L2AC12      206              
  L1AC13     103        L2AC13      948              
  L1AC14     85         L2AC14      256              
  L1AC15     181        L2AC15      1177             
  L1AC16     53         L2AC16      388              
  L1AC17     763        L2AC17      1263             
  L1AC18     0                                       
  L1AC19     23                                      
  L1AC20     206                                     
                                                     

The five clades of LINEs investigated (R4, RTE, CR1, L1, and L2) exhibited notable variation in their success at generating new insertions (**Tables [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**, **[3](#T3){ref-type="table"}**). The most successful group was the CR1 clade, for which we found 27,802 polymorphic insertions. The L2 clade also has a large number of insertions: 11,210. Far fewer polymorphisms were found for the remaining families: the RTE clade had 3,367 polymorphisms, the L1 clade 2,508, and the R4 clade 1,729. Within each clade we also found substantial differences in the success of active families (**Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}**). The L1 clade consists of 20 highly divergent families ([@B42]; [@B10]). We used the consensus sequence for each of these families to search for polymorphisms and found a highly uneven fraction of polymorphic insertions across these families. No polymorphisms were found for three L1 families (L1AC03, L1AC10, and L1AC18), indicating these families are inactive in the populations we studied (**Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}**). Most families had polymorphic insertions numbering less than 100, however, two families appeared at much higher numbers: L1AC07, which had 532 polymorphic insertions, and L1AC17, which had 763 polymorphic insertions. Together, these two families account for the majority (52%) of all L1 polymorphic insertions we identified. The L2 Clade has 17 known families in the *Anolis* genome but their differences in replicative success were not as large as those in the L1 clade. All L2 families exhibit polymorphisms and the most frequent group, L2AC09, only constitute 14% of L2 insertions. The RTE clade has only two representatives, RTE-1 and the ancient RTEBovB family. There are nearly six times more RTE-1 polymorphisms than RTEBovB (2853 versus 514, respectively), which is consistent with the idea that RTEBovB may be extinct in *Anolis*. The two R4 and the four CR1 families previously described ([@B42]) are nearly identical in sequence over most of their length and it was not possible to distinguish them using this dataset.

Our prior expectations for the complement of LINE insertions have been shaped in part by published analyses conducted on the *Anolis* genome assembly using GPS-RT ([@B38]) and by BLAST searches using the 3′ termini of consensus sequences ([@B42]). Those two earlier analyses were conducted on a single sequence assembly, representing an individual. We compared our results to the results of these earlier analyses to assess how much LINE-generated polymorphisms there are in natural populations relative to the reference genome. The number of polymorphic CR1 insertions we identified is more than 17-fold the total number of insertions from the BLAST search of the reference genome (**Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**). This discrepancy is best explained by the large number of severely truncated insertions (\<50 bp) that could have been missed by the BLAST search (which used the entire 3′UTR). The number of polymorphic insertions from the L2 clade is slightly less than threefold the number of insertions in the published genome. This is similar to L1, which has just over threefold more polymorphic insertions than insertions in the reference genome, though L1 has far fewer total insertions than L2 (2,500 L1 versus 11,000, respectively). Roughly the same number (∼3,300) of polymorphic RTE insertions were found as were previously detected by BLAST, and the R4 clade was found to have less than half as many polymorphic insertions as insertions identified by BLAST. These differences among clades possibly reflect differences in the fractions of fixed insertions relative to polymorphic ones among clades, which could be due to differential chance of fixation or to different timing of amplification of the LINE clades during the evolution of *A. carolinensis*. The number of RT hits detected by GPS are 3--5 times higher than the number of polymorphisms but the numbers are roughly proportional in the sense that the clades with the largest number of polymorphisms (CR1 and L2) are also the clades with the most RT hits. This difference in the total number of counts probably reflects the ability of GPS to identify the entire complement of RT-containing elements, including ancient elements that have long been fixed in the *Anolis* genome.

LINE Clades Show Distinct Patterns of Insertion Length and Success
------------------------------------------------------------------

The total number of polymorphic insertions found for each clade is not directly related to the number of full-length insertions. In most clades (with the notable exception of RTE) more truncated than full-length elements were found. All the truncated elements had their 3′ extremity and were truncated in 5′. This pattern is typical of LINEs and is caused by premature termination of the reverse-transcription reaction at the site of insertion ([@B44]; [@B37]). The CR1 clade has the largest number of insertions but the fraction of full-length CR1 insertions is less than 10%. For the L2 clade, which is also abundant, less than 7% of these insertions were full-length (769). In contrast, the majority (53%) of the RTE insertions are full-length and ∼40% of the L1 and R4 insertions are complete. It is unlikely that the differences we observe result from differences in the length of LINEs. L1 consensus sequences are the longest (5.2--6.8 kb) whereas the R4 consensus is substantially shorter (3.8 kb), yet the same fraction of insertions is full-length in these two clades. The consensus sequences of L1 and L2 are of similar length but the fraction of full-length insertions is six times larger for L1 than for L2. These differences are likely due to variations in the mode of truncation of the elements at the time of insertions. **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}** depicts the length distribution of the different clades. It shows that truncation in R4 and RTE1 can occur anywhere along the length of the element but a large fraction of the elements are transposed all the way to their 5′ end. The probability of truncation in CR1 and L2 decreases proportionally to the distance to the 3′ end and a minority of the elements insert as full-length. L1 elements either truncate early on during transposition (and don't reach 1 Kb), or if they do, they tend to be complete, hence the large fraction of elements longer than 5 Kb. It should be noted that complete elements fall into two length categories: elements between 5 and 5.5 Kb and elements longer than 6 Kb. These two types correspond to two sub-clades of L1, the families with short (∼230 bp long) 5′UTR (families L1AC16 to 20) and the families with long (800--1,500 bp) 5′UTRs (families L1AC1 to 15) ([@B10]). Finally, the RTEBovB family contains a very small number of full-length elements, which is probably related to the fact that this family is on its way to extinction.

![**Length distribution of polymorphic LINE insertions.** The majority of R4 and RT1 insertions approach full-length, while all other LINEs were primarily found as truncated copies. Note that the L1 clade has multiple subfamilies whose full-length copies vary in length and this results in the multiple peaks at the right of the length distribution.](fgene-08-00044-g001){#F1}

Most Polymorphic LINE Insertions Exist at Low Frequencies
---------------------------------------------------------

Strikingly few insertions occurred at high allelic frequencies or are fixed in either population (**Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). We found 16 LINE insertions that were fixed in the East Florida population but absent in the reference genome (12 CR1, three L2 and one R4), and 28 LINE insertions that were fixed in the Gulf population but absent in the reference genome (27 CR1, four L2, two R4 and one L1). Only two insertions were found to be fixed across all the genomes sequenced here but absent in the reference sequence and both were from the CR1 clade. The site frequency spectrum (SFS) of insertions is consistently skewed toward low frequencies when compared to SNPs' minor allele frequencies (**Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**), which we used as a proxy for the "neutral" demographic history of the two populations. The only exception to this pattern is RTEBovB, where insertions at intermediate and high frequencies were more common in both populations. The skew in SFS was captured by Tajima's D, which takes negative values for all categories of LINEs and for both populations, and average pairwise differences over the two populations, which were almost always lower for LINE insertions than for SNPs (**Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}**). These two statistics are consistent with there being an excess of singletons and rare variants. This pattern was especially strong for RTE-1 and R4 clades in the Gulf population (**Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**), with a significant reduction in the mean number of pairwise differences even compared with other LINE clades (pairwise comparisons, Wilcoxon rank sum tests, all *P* \< 1.7 × 10^-6^). This reduced polymorphism was also reflected by the lower *F*~ST~ values observed for insertions when compared to SNPs (**Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). The proportion of alleles found exclusively in Florida (private alleles) was higher than the proportion of private alleles in the Gulf-Atlantic population (Wilcoxon signed rank test on all subgroups in **Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}**, *V* = 91, *p* = 2.4 × 10^-4^), suggesting a reduced genetic diversity in the Gulf population. Similarly, Tajima's D was consistently higher in the Gulf population (*V* = 88, *P* = 3.3 × 10^-3^). This pattern was, however, not observed for RTEBovB, which displayed a higher proportion of shared alleles between populations than the other LINEs analyzed here.

![**Summary of allele frequency spectra and simulations.** **(A)** Allele frequency spectra for SNPs and LINE insertions in the East Florida and Gulf-Atlantic populations. For SNPs, the frequency of the minor allele in each population was considered. **(B)** *F*~ST~ distribution for SNPs and transposons clades. The dotted line represents the median for SNPs. **(C)** Principal Component Analysis (PCA) summarizing the joint allele frequency spectrum for SNP simulations. **(D)** PCA obtained after simulating insertion polymorphism in the six main clades. For all PCAs, the red crosses indicate the predicted position of the observed dataset.](fgene-08-00044-g002){#F2}

Polymorphic LINE Insertions are Negatively Selected
---------------------------------------------------

Estimates of current effective population sizes assessed using the SNP dataset confirmed a large Florida population (diploid population size), and a smaller (but still large) population in Gulf-Atlantic (see **Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}** for more details). This pattern is consistent with the higher number of polymorphic sites observed in Florida for all markers. Simulated joint SFS based on the demographic model inferred from SNPs were consistent with the observed SFS (**Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**), suggesting a good fit of the model. Summary statistics obtained from simulations displayed more negative values for Tajima's D than the ones obtained from random sampling of 100--500 SNPs across the genome. This suggests that our model is conservative for detecting signatures of purifying selection under insertion/drift equilibrium. Nonetheless, observed SFS for LINE insertions never matched the simulations (**Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**) and the simulated summary statistics such as *F*~ST~ or Tajima's D were generally larger than the observed ones (**Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}**). Again, the only exception to this pattern was RTEBovB, which even displayed a higher Tajima's D than expected in Florida.

###### 

Summary of parameters (in demographic units) estimated with fastsimcoal2.5.

  Parameter                            2.50%      Maximum Likelihood estimate   97.50%
  ------------------------------------ ---------- ----------------------------- ----------
  Ancestral size (Gulf)                379795     1422722                       8838592
  Ancestral size (Florida)             366002     751115                        1756393
  Ancestral size (All)                 564492     1167977                       1488644
  Current size (Florida)               1959085    3316203                       4603720
  Current size (Gulf)                  101238     235789                        351645
  Time since size change (Gulf)        57331      274157                        559121
  Time since size change (Florida)     275163     802462                        1110215
  Migration rate (Gulf from Florida)   2.96E-07   3.94E-07                      5.51E-07
  Migration rate (Florida from Gulf)   2.19E-07   3.38E-07                      9.00E-07
                                                                                

Parameters for modeling insertions were sampled from a uniform distribution bounded by the 95% CI.

Since previous studies in other organisms have determined that complete elements are found at lower frequencies than truncated ones, we compared the frequency of these two types of elements. We assessed whether there was any difference between these two categories by comparing Tajima's D, *F*~ST~ and the mean number of pairwise differences between truncated and complete elements (**Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). In Florida, Tajima's D was significantly skewed toward more negative values for complete elements than for truncated ones (26 polymorphic families, *V* = 69, *P*-value = 5.6 × 10^-3^). The average pairwise differences were consistent with this pattern, being always significantly lower for complete elements than for truncated elements in Florida (**Table [6](#T6){ref-type="table"}**). In the Gulf-Atlantic population, the values for Tajima's D tend to be lower for full-length CR1, R4 and RTE1 than for truncated ones, but those differences are not significant. However, the average pairwise differences were significantly different between full-length and truncated elements RTE-1, R4 and CR1 but not for L1 and L2 (**Table [6](#T6){ref-type="table"}**).

![**Comparison of variation between truncated and complete elements.** Six groups were considered: L1 (families AC1 to 16), L1 (families 17 to 20), L2, R4, RTE-1, and CR1 (top row). A more detailed analysis comparing all families within clades is also displayed (bottom). Only polymorphic families with at least 10 polymorphic sites in a population were retained. Wilcoxon signed rank test; ^∗^*P*-value \< 0.05, ^∗∗^*P*-value \< 0.01.](fgene-08-00044-g003){#F3}

###### 

Comparison of the mean number of pairwise divergence for complete and truncated elements in the two populations.

  Clade              Florida, complete   Florida, truncated   W summary statistics   *P*-value       Gulf, complete   Gulf, truncated   W summary statistics   *P*-value
  ------------------ ------------------- -------------------- ---------------------- --------------- ---------------- ----------------- ---------------------- --------------
  CR1                **0.209**           **0.225**            **19360000**           **6.41E-07**    **0.297**        **0.313**         **2865600**            **0.001878**
  L1 (AC 1 to 16)    **0.213**           **0.249**            **142220**             **6.79E-06**    0.322            0.296             30660                  0.06041
  L1 (AC 17 to 20)   **0.172**           **0.203**            **57887**              **2.30E-05**    0.276            0.314             8754                   0.05928
  L2                 **0.200**           **0.229**            **2043000**            **5.99E-07**    0.278            0.280             517370                 0.8827
  R4                 **0.234**           **0.254**            **210700**             **0.01054**     **0.246**        **0.266**         **85305**              **0.02438**
  RTE01              **0.176**           **0.192**            **403250**             **0.0001458**   **0.225**        **0.245**         **122830**             **0.01861**
                                                                                                                                                               

Significance for each comparison between truncated and complete elements was assessed using a Wilcoxon rank sum test. Significant comparisons are highlighted in bold.

Discussion
==========

Using whole genome resequencing data, we investigated the population dynamics of polymorphic LINEs in the lizard *A. carolinensis*. We found that LINEs generate a considerable amount of structural polymorphism in this species, in excess of 45,000 insertions, including close to 7,000 full-length elements. This is considerably more than the 998 polymorphic L1 insertions identified by the 1,000 genomes project in the global human population ([@B52]) but similar to the number of LINE polymorphisms (∼40,000) found across 17 classical and wild derived mouse strains, which evolution roughly covers a similar time span (∼2 my) ([@B41]). The number of polymorphisms detected here is about four times larger than the number of copies detected in the published genome, which is consistent with the idea that most insertions do not reach fixation ([@B42]). Additionally, it is important to note that the estimates of LINE polymorphism presented here is likely a conservative one. There are several reasons for this: we used stringent criteria (a maximum of 2% divergence) when identifying LINE insertions, greater depth of coverage could potentially improve the sensitivity of our analyses, and our approach assumes that all insertions in the reference genome are fixed. Together, this will bias our analyses against the identification of rare or degenerate LINE insertions, however, a reduction in this bias would only further support the observations and conclusions described here.

We report substantial differences in the replicative success of LINEs in anoles (**Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**). CR1 accounts for more than half of these insertions, followed in abundance by L2, RTE, L1 and R4. Interestingly the total number of insertion generated by a specific clade is not related to the number of potential progenitors. For instance 62% of the ∼2,850 RTE1 insertions, 41% of the ∼1,730 R4 and 43% of the ∼2,500 L1 are complete whereas only 7% of the ∼11,210 L2 and 9% of the ∼27,800 CR1 are complete. This pattern is clearly related to the probability of truncation of LINEs (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). These different patterns of truncation are indicative of variations in the processivity of the reverse-transcription reaction among clades that will need to be further explored experimentally. The inverse relation between copy number and fraction of complete elements suggests that clades are using different strategies to ensure their long-term success. Elements that have a low probability of generating full-length copies (CR1 and L2) tend to generate a much larger number of insertions, increasing the odds that some of these insertions are full-length and potential progenitors. By analogy with the field of ecology, this strategy would be similar to a species with an *r* reproductive strategy, i.e., a strategy where many offspring are produced thus compensating for the low survival to adulthood. In contrast, there is no pressure for L1, RTE1 and R4 to produce a large number of copies since many of the new insertions will be full-length and capable of further transpositions. This is similar to the K strategy where the number of offspring is limited but their chance to propagate the species is high.

In all clades and families examined (with the notable exception of RTEBovB which is discussed below), polymorphic LINE insertions were found at very low frequency and the vast majority were observed from only a single chromosome in our sample. We also showed that the frequency distribution of LINE polymorphisms is significantly skewed toward lower values than the SNP distribution, which presumably reflects the effect of purifying selection acting on LINEs. In addition, we found this skew to be more pronounced for the Floridian population than for the Gulf-Atlantic population and for long elements than for the truncated ones. Purifying selection efficiently prevents the fixation of LINE insertions in anoles because the effective population size of extant and ancestral anole populations is large, ranging from ∼236,000 individuals for the extant Gulf-Atlantic population to ∼3,332,000 for Florida (**Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}**). Under such demographic conditions, the chance of fixation of a novel insertion, deleterious or neutral, is very low ([@B27]). In fact, the observation that more private alleles are detected in Florida than in the Gulf population (as well as a higher proportion of polymorphic sites, and a SFS skewed toward low frequencies and singletons) is consistent with Florida's larger population size compared to the Gulf population ([@B55]; [@B58]; [@B36]) and is suggestive of a stronger effect of drift on the Gulf-Atlantic population, as previously noted ([@B57]). Thus, the low frequency distribution of LINEs in *A. carolinensis* results both from the effect of selection and a large effective population size. However, previous studies have shown that a number of insertions present in the published genome sequence are fixed ([@B57]). Under the current demographic conditions, it is unlikely that the fixation of the elements occurred recently. Instead it is plausible that these insertions reached fixation when the effective population size of *A. carolinensis* was smaller, possibly at the time of the colonization of North America from Cuba ([@B26]). Comparison of LINE polymorphisms with genomic sequence from the Cuban species *A. porcatus* and *A. allisoni* will be necessary to answer this question.

The case of RTEBovB is unique among the LINEs analyzed here because it exemplifies the dynamics of a family going extinct. This family is mostly constituted of truncated elements, and is likely ancient ([@B42]). It displays the highest proportion of shared alleles (49.42%), suggesting that many insertions rose to relatively high frequencies even before the split between populations. It is also the only family for which we observed a higher Tajima's D than expected, possibly due to ancient demographic variation that is not even captured by the SNPs. The observed pattern is thus consistent with the age of the family and suggests that these elements were not eliminated by selection.

The excess of singletons and the general lower frequency of LINE polymorphisms than SNPs suggest that LINEs are negatively selected and constitute a genetic load for their host. This pattern is consistent with the very low divergence calculated between elements from the same family ([@B42]; [@B57]) and supports a turnover model in which insertions rarely reach fixation and in which novel insertions are eliminated from the population as new insertions are generated. We also determined that the intensity of selection is stronger against complete elements. This is in line with previous studies in human, fruit fly, and stickleback populations, which showed that selection against TEs is length dependent ([@B45]; [@B8]; [@B6]). However, truncated elements are also found at lower frequency in the populations than expected under neutrality (**Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}**) suggesting that they are negatively selected. This result contrasts with studies in humans where truncated insertions were shown to behave like neutral alleles ([@B8]). Thus, the negative effect of LINEs does not seem to be limited to long elements in *Anolis*, although those seem to be more deleterious. It was proposed that the deleterious effect of LINEs in vertebrates result mostly from their ability to mediate ectopic recombination leading to chromosomal rearrangements ([@B25]; [@B8]; [@B51]; [@B57]), and our observation that complete elements are under stronger purifying selection than truncated ones supports this model. However, the lower frequency of truncated insertions compared with SNPs raises the possibility that ectopic recombination in anoles could also involve short elements, thus providing support to the hypothesis that ectopic recombination may not be as tightly regulated in non-mammalian vertebrates as it is in mammals ([@B25]; [@B42]; [@B57]), and that LINEs may impose a stronger genetic load on reptile genomes than they do in mammals.

An alternative explanation for the observed excess of singletons is a departure from transposition-selection equilibrium. Our coalescence simulations implicitly assume a constant mutation/transposition rate. However, it has been shown that transposable elements can go through bursts of transposition, leading to an excess of insertions having the same age. Thus, a recent burst of transposition can also lead to an excess of recent insertions compared to the expectation under equilibrium, even if LINEs are not under purifying selection ([@B5]; [@B7]). However, we observed an excess of singletons across all clades (except RTEBovB), which should not be the case unless all families went through a recent, coordinated burst in both populations. In addition, most clades display elements that are shared between the two populations, and were therefore present in the ancestral population, suggesting that the low frequency of these polymorphisms is not caused by a very recent burst. However, differences in the rate of transposition cannot be fully excluded and could contribute to some of the differences we observe. For example, the RTE1 family, which shows the most negative values of Tajima's D and the most skewed frequency distribution, is also the one with the smallest fraction of shared polymorphism, suggesting that a recent increase in the rate of transposition could contribute to the excess of singletons in this family. From this perspective, the inclusion of other *A. carolinensis* populations should help characterize the extent of shared polymorphism at the species scale, allowing us to better evaluate the likelihood of recent bursts of activity in distinct populations.

Even if non-equilibrium explanations for the excess of rare insertions are considered unlikely ([@B46]; [@B4]), neutral models would benefit from new ways to model the transposition process and provide even more conservative assessments of either negative or positive selection ([@B5]). Future studies should focus in more detail on the relationship between TE frequencies and genomic features such as recombination hotspots, coding and intergenic regions. Combining information about TE position and SNP variation in regions flanking insertion sites is also a powerful way to detect TEs under selection, and should provide fundamental insights into the dynamics of transposable elements in *Anolis* and vertebrates in general.
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